Introduction
Fault diagnosis of air conditioning units affect the control performance of the system and energy saving.
At present, the main methods of fault detection of air conditioning units include methods based on analytic model [2] , knowledge-based reasoning methods [3] and data-driven methods [5, 6] . Methods based on the analytic model require the establishment of accurate mathematical model, comparing the actual system and the corresponding model to obtain the residual error and detecting failure by the residual error. For example, [2] modeled the central air conditioning system from the mass-energy relationship, and carried out fault detection. Methods of knowledge-based reasoning requires sophisticated expertise to build a complete set of rules, whose reliability depends on the establishment of relationships or rules. For example [3] establish the fault detection rules based on the relationship between the temperature and humidity of different location of the air conditioning unit. The data-driven fault detection method does not need to establish accurate mathematical model or rule base, it mining and analysis the hidden information to detect system fault or sensor fault through the processing data of the system. In recent years, the data-driven approach has become a hot research area [7] , which is widely used in fault detection of air-conditioning system because of the convenient data acquisition and difficulty in establishing accurate mathematical models or rules. For example reference [5] used Principal component analysis (PCA) to detect sensor fault of Constant air volume air conditioning (CAV). The neural network method was widely applied to diagnosis sensor fault of air-conditioning system [6] , Data-driven methods are also widely used in detecting other types of fault [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The main difficulties of Air conditioning unit fault detection are parameter drift, multi-mode, gradual failure and existing faults. Li studied the problem of identification of multiple unknown modes under parametric drift in [1] . This paper studies the fault diagnosis scheme of the air conditioning unit based on the principle of the same parameter statistic characteristics of the same mode, mainly studies the gradual fault and the existing fault detection.
There are a large number of air conditioning units with similar operating environments in the large public buildings such as office building, library and so on. Most of the existing fault detection methods only detect faults from the data and characteristics of the unit itself, which result in poor detection of the gradual faults and existing faults. And different units have different operation mode and working state, making direct use measurement data of other units impossible. same model unit is extracted by the method of reference [1] , and the external data of multiple similar units are mapped to the common parameter space, and the fault detection of each unit is detected by establishing the common distribution of similar units.
Modeling
The air-conditioning unit usually includes a finite number or countable modes, and these modes are discrete, the conversion is random, the conversion between these modes has no after-effects, which meet the characteristics of the Markov jump system. Therefore, the operation mode of air-conditioning unit can be described by a Markov chain. A large number of similar air-conditioning units are included in the large buildings, these similar units have some common parameters which subject to an identical distribution. Because of the commonness and difference of each unit, the system variables can be divided into two parts: the global state variable and the local state variable, which are described by two state equations respectively. Taking the existence of interference into consideration, we introduce independent Gaussian white noise which represent the process noise and measurement noise respectively. Each subsystem can be described by hybrid system model as follows [13] : 
represent independent Gaussian process noise and measurement noise. And gk is the common state transfer function of all units with similar characteristics [14] . The operation mode of unit s
is modeled by a Markov chain with state s and initial transition probabilities are as follows, respectively as autoregressive parameters and moving average parameters, then we have a sliding autoregressive model:
, Then the above-mentioned difference equation can be rewriten as a state-space equation as shown in eq.7:
Where 2 ,~(0,1 ) kk vN  are noises, Q and R which need to be seleced appropriately are the system noise covariance matrix and the measurement noise covariance matrix respectively.
For m=1 and m=3(Cooling mode and Heating mode)
For m=2(Ventilation mode), we can directly construct the parameter vector as:
There is no local state variable in all modes in this case,i.e.: ( , ) [] 2) Calculate the test statistics of each unit, according to confidence coefficient and statistical distribution to determine the test threshold, and then judge each unit is failure or not by residual chi-square test results.
IMM filtering
At present, multiple model filtering (MM) is the main method of state estimation for hybrid systems. The system model established in Section 2 takes the air conditioning unit model parameters k x as the state variables, but k x cannot be directly measured, we need to filter the measurement data to obtain the base-state vector k x . Air-conditioning units has multiple working modes and there are interaction between the modes, so we choose the interactive multi-mode filtering method (IMM) to filter [15] . The basic idea of the IMM algorithm is that at each moment, mix the state estimate values of all filters at the previous time to obtain the initial conditions which are matched with each model, and then filter each model synchronous. Finally, update the model probabilities based on model matching likelihood function, and combine the revised state estimation value (weighted sum) of all the filters as output. IMM algorithm is a recursive algorithm, each cycle generally includes four steps: interactive computing, model conditional filtering, model probability update and combine estimate. The detailed procedures of the algorithm are shown in Fig1.
The base-state vector of every unit
can be obtained by the commonly used IMM filtering algorithm. The common parameters of similar units follow an identical distribution.
Take the interference into consideration, for a single model, ) ( k s  should be subject to multiple normal distribution. But for the hybrid system (including multiple models), the distribution of ) ( k s  cannot be expressed by a single Gaussian distribution, and Mixed Gaussian distribution should be used to express the distribution.
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Take the unit working in the cooling state as an example, We collected 21 groups of temperature and valve opening data in an experiment as shown in Table 1 . Fig.1 Step of IMM filter Table 1 Temperature and valve position data under cooling mode 
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Fault detection
Units that operate in the same mode can be found by clustering algorithms [1] , and then the common distribution of the base-state vector k x can be established by the filtering results of the similar units.
The established statistical model is used as the model of the fault-free hypothesis H0 to detect fault or not of each unit.
Considering the fact that the model of fault hypothesis H1 is absent in fault detection process of air conditioning unit, generalized likelihood ratio method cannot be used to detect the failure of air conditioning unit, and the residual chi-square test is adopted to detect fault of air conditioning. Assuming that the measurement sequence is 
Obviously, 
Simulation
Simulation model It can be seen from the above that the fault detection of the air conditioning unit is finally carried out by analyzing the statistical characteristics of the air conditioning model parameters obtained by filtering. In this paper, the fault detection algorithm is simulated under the premise of the known parameter distribution characteristics. In order to observe the performance of the algorithm, a simple model that conforms to a real system is constructed based on the conclusion in [1] that the parameters of the similar units obey the same distribution. These simple models have no local state  (the local state does not affect the result of fault detection), and global variables of each unit have been obtained by IMM filtering. Taking the existence of error and interference into account, the parameters obtained after filtering obey the standard multivariate normal distribution, expressed as follows:
Assuming the global parameters of a single model [ , ] ' AB   , there is restricted difference among the parameters of each unit, without loss of generality, suppose θ obeys the following distribution [13] :
In the simulation, the following faults are introduced for a few units. 
Simulation results In this paper, receiver operating characteristic curve [19] (ROC) is used to analyze the performance of the proposed fault detection algorithm. As the main study of this paper is gradual fault and the existing fault, respectively, the following simulation to verify the fault detection algorithm for pre-exisiting fault and the gradual fault detection. From Fig.3 , it can be seen that the ROC curve is above the 45 degrees standard curve and away from the standard curve, indicating that the fault detection scheme is valid. At the same time, we can see that when (false positive rate, true positive rate) at (0.0741-0.7117), that is, the threshold at 0.04 the fault detection effect achieve the best.
Gradual fault detection
Change the size of the fault detection window to 3 (ρ = 0.5) and 5 (ρ = 0.8), respectively. Changing the threshold value, calculate false positive rate and true positive rate under different threshold and draw ROC curve shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 , it can be seen that the three ROC curves above the standard curve of 45 degrees, and away from the standard curve, indicating the use of fault detection scheme effective. At the same time, changing the size of the detection window will affect the effect of fault detection. And the best threshold varies with the detection window, the two parameters should be matched to achieve the best detection results.
Exisiting fault detection Use Matlab programming to generate a number of groups with 50 independent similar units, and introduce pre-exisiting fault as shown in Eq. From Fig. 5 , it can be seen that the ROC curve is above the standard curve of 45 degrees and far away from the standard curve, which shows that the fault detection scheme is very effective. At the same time, we can see that when (false positive rate, true positive rate) at (0.0129-0.979), that is, the threshold at 0.02 the fault detection effect achieve the best.
Conclusions
The gradual faults and existing faults of air-conditioning units are always the difficulties of fault detection. The existing fault detection methods neglect the characteristics of large numbers of similar units in large public buildings. In this paper, the method of comparing the statistical characteristics of a large number of similar units' parameters for fault detection of air conditioning, effectively solve the existing fault and gradual fault detection. A new type of fault detection method based on the common distribution of similar units is proposed by introducing a special hybrid system mathematical model to describe the air conditioning system with a large number of similar units. This method is applicable not only to fault detection of air conditioning units, but also to other large systems with multiple similar units. Simulation results show that the proposed method can effectively detect both gradual faults and existing faults.
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